Tap Room Flight or Pint!!
1. Flannel Amber:

Bolder than many, more assertive than most! A fusion of tannic apple flavors

derived from a blend of locally grown apples creates a highly sessionable, copper-colored cider with
hints of caramel, molasses, butterscotch, and raisins. (5.5%)

2. Blue Ridge Blonde: A crisp and fruity cider born and bred in the heart of the Blue Ridge

“FOR THE PEOPLE!” We strive daily to keep the taps and shelves full!
(7-9 Tap Lines) We focus on Modern Semi-Sweet Ciders down to Dry, as
well as Barrel Aged Varieties.
- Todd Rath Co-Founder /
Cidermaker

Mountains, using a blend of the finest local Golden Delicious, Red Delicious and Granny Smith apple.

Paddy Green Takes Gold!
Great Lakes International Cider
Competition (GLINTCAP)
Modern - Dry

3. Black Cherry Hard Apple: An amazing blend of black cherries and apples made into a very
sessionable cider beverage. This blend starts out with our Blue Ridge Blonde recipe, and during
fermentation black cherries are added to create the perfect flavors derived from local apples & black
cherries. (6%)

4. Mountain Apple (Blue Mountain Brewery Collaboration ): A combination blend
of our Flannel Amber, and Blue Ridge Blonde, creating the perfect marriage of bright, clean apple and
caramel flavors. This blend is a treat with any meal and showcases the repertoire of Nelson County
Apples in a single glass.

Farm To Tap

5. Granny Light Blue Raspberry: 100% Nelson County Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV ONLY 99
Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and
Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

6. Granny Light Peach: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV ONLY 99
Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and
Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

7. Granny

Light Blackberry: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV ONLY 99

Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and
Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

8. “BlueToadenBerry” Our spin on Blueberry Hard Cider is sure to send your taste buds into a
tizzy! This cider includes fresh blueberries along with a blend of 3 local apple varieties. During
fermentation, the blueberries release the perfect amount of flavor and tannin creating a well-balanced
and delicious apple blueberry cider. (5.5%)

9. Hoppin Toad: Combination between our Award winning Paddy Green Hard Cider, Lemondrop, and
Idaho Seven Blend Hops. (5%)

10. Paddy Green Irish Cider: Dry with a tart finish. Made with
100% Granny Smith Green Apples. This one makes your tongue do an
“Irish Jig!” (5.5%)

11. Arctic Apple: Perfect blend of Cinnamon, All Spice, and
Cranberries all fermented with our Molasses Amber Base. Pops off the
tongue with the perfect carbonation and flavor. Dry, but not too dry…
served cold, room temp, or heated up for our Famous, “Hot Toadies”. (6.2%)

House Favorite Mix Blends
Dirty Blonde: A blend of our two flagships, Blue Ridge Blonde and ROC
Hard Amber, creating the perfect marriage of bright, clean apple and
caramel flavors. This blend is a treat with any meal and showcases the full
repertoire of Nelson County apples in a single glass.
Cherry Bomb: First we add our Blue Ridge Blonde and finish it with our
Black Cherry Hard Cider, creating a light and refreshing cider with subtle
notes of cherry. An ideal choice for any cider drinker.
Cider Mosa: A delicious blend of our Roc Hard Amber or the Black Cherry
Hard Apple and orange juice. It is the perfect start to the morning or
complement to Brunch. Who needs sparkling wine when we have cider?
BlueToadHardCider.Com
Check Us Out On and

Tiki Bar Pints!!
1. Flannel Amber: Bolder than many, more assertive than most! A fusion of tannic
apple flavors derived from a blend of locally grown apples creates a highly
sessionable, copper-colored cider with hints of caramel, molasses, butterscotch,
and raisins. (5.5%)

“FOR THE PEOPLE!” We strive daily to keep the taps and shelves full!
(7-9 Tap Lines) We focus on Modern Semi-Sweet Ciders down to Dry, as
well as Barrel Aged Varieties.
- Todd Rath Co-Founder /
Cidermaker

2. Blue Ridge Blonde: A crisp and fruity cider born and bred in the heart of the
Blue Ridge Mountains, using a blend of the finest local Golden Delicious, Red
Delicious and Granny Smith apple. (5%)

Paddy Green Takes Gold!
Great Lakes International Cider
Competition (GLINTCAP)
Modern - Dry

3. Black Cherry Hard Apple: An amazing blend of black cherries and apples made
into a very sessionable cider beverage. This blend starts out with our Blue Ridge
Blonde recipe, and during fermentation black cherries are added to create the
perfect flavors derived from local apples & black cherries. (6%)

4. Cranny Granny Light: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV

Farm To Tap

ONLY 99 Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out
there. “Put down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)
5. Granny Light Blue Raspberry: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's,
4.5% ABV ONLY 99 Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any
seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

6. Granny Light Peach: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV
ONLY 99 Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out
there. “Put down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)
7. BlueToadenBerry: Our spin on Blueberry Hard Cider is sure to send your
taste buds into a tizzy! This cider includes fresh blueberries along with a blend of 3
local apple varieties. During fermentation, the blueberries release the perfect
amount of flavor and tannin creating a well-balanced and delicious apple blueberry
cider. (5.5%)

8. Paddy Green Irish Cider: Dry with a tart finish. Made
with 100% Granny Smith Green Apples. This one makes
your tongue do an “Irish Jig!” (5.5%)

House Favorite Mix Blends
Dirty Blonde: A blend of our two flagships, Blue Ridge Blonde and ROC
Hard Amber, creating the perfect marriage of bright, clean apple and
caramel flavors. This blend is a treat with any meal and showcases the full
repertoire of Nelson County apples in a single glass.
Cherry Bomb: First we add our Blue Ridge Blonde and finish it with our
Black Cherry Hard Cider, creating a light and refreshing cider with subtle
notes of cherry. An ideal choice for any cider drinker.
Cider Mosa: A delicious blend of our Roc Hard Amber or the Black Cherry
Hard Apple and orange juice. It is the perfect start to the morning or
complement to Brunch. Who needs sparkling wine when we have cider?
BlueToadHardCider.Com
Check Us Out On and

Cider Hall Flight or Pint!!
Farm To Tap

1. Flannel Amber: A fusion of tannic apple flavors derived from a blend of locally grown
Red Delicious, Winesap Jonagold, and Gold Rush. A copper-colored cider with hints of
caramel, molasses, butterscotch, and raisins. (5.5%)

Local...Always.
“FOR THE PEOPLE!” We strive daily to keep the taps and shelves

full! (7-9 Tap Lines) We focus on Modern Semi-Sweet Ciders down to
Dry, as well as Barrel Aged Varieties.
- Todd Rath Co-Founder / Cidermaker

Paddy Green Takes Gold!
Great Lakes International
Cider Competition (GLINTCAP)
Modern - Dry

2. Blue Ridge Blonde: A crisp and fruity cider born and bred in the heart of the
Blue Ridge Mountains, using a blend of the finest local Golden Delicious, Red
Delicious and Granny Smith apples

3. Black Cherry Hard Apple: An amazing blend of black cherries and apples
made into a very sessionable cider beverage. This blend starts out with our Blue
Ridge Blonde recipe, and during fermentation black cherries are added to create
the perfect flavors derived from local apples & black cherries. (6%)

4. BlueToadenBerry: Our spin on Blueberry Hard Cider is sure to send your taste buds
into a tizzy! (5.5%)

5. Hoppin Toad: Combination between our Award winning Paddy Green Hard Cider,
Lemondrop, and Idaho Seven Blend Hops. (5%)

6. 2. Paddy Green Irish Cider: Dry with a tart finish. Made with 100% Granny
Smith Green Apples. This one makes your tongue do an “Irish Jig!” (5.5%)
7. Arctic Apple: Perfect blend of Cinnamon, All Spice, and Cranberries all fermented
with our Molasses Amber Base. Pops off the tongue with the perfect carbonation and
flavor. Dry, but not too dry… served cold, room temp, or heated up for our Famous, “Hot
Toadies”. (6.2%)

8. Cranny Granny Light: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV
ONLY 99 Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out there. “Put
down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

9. Granny Light Peach: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV ONLY
99 Calories and 2.6g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any
seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!”
(4.5%)

10. Granny Light Blue Raspberry: 100% Nelson County
Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5% ABV ONLY 99 Calories and 2.6g
of Sugar, and the taste blows away any seltzer out there. “Put
down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)

Old-school values, new-world sensibilities. Locally Sourced and Crafted,
All-American, Multinational Award Winning HARD Cider, Real Virginia HARD
Cider… Tastings are a generous 5 oz. Pours...

House Favorite Blends
Dirty Blonde: A blend of our two flagships, Blue Ridge Blonde and ROC Hard
Amber, creating the perfect marriage of bright, clean apple and caramel flavors.
This blend is a treat with any meal and showcases the full repertoire of Nelson
County apples in a single glass.
Cherry Bomb: First we add our Blue Ridge Blonde and finish it with our Black
Cherry Hard Cider, creating a light and refreshing cider with subtle notes of cherry.
An ideal choice for any cider drinker.
Cider Mosa: A delicious blend of our Roc Hard Amber or the Black Cherry Hard
Apple and orange juice finished with a splash of Sierra Mist for effervescence. It is
the perfect start to the morning or for anytime of the day! Who needs sparkling
wine when we have cider?

BlueToadHardCider.Com
Check us out on

and

1. ROC HARD Amber: A fusion of tannic apple flavors
derived from a blend of locally grown Red Delicious, Winesap
Jonagold, and Gold Rush. A copper-colored cider with hints of
caramel, molasses, butterscotch, and raisins. (5.5%)

2. Blue Ridge Blonde: A crisp and fruity cider born and
bred in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains, using a blend of the finest local
Golden Delicious, Red Delicious and Granny Smith apples

“FOR THE PEOPLE!” We strive daily to keep the taps
and shelves full! (7-9 Tap Lines) We focus on Modern
Semi-Sweet Ciders down to Dry, as well as Barrel Aged
Varieties.
- Todd Rath Co-Founder /
Cidermaker
Paddy Green Takes Gold!
Great Lakes International Cider
Competition (GLINTCAP)
Modern - Dry

3. Orange Crush: Made from a blend of Three Blue Ridge Apples and Orange
Peels to bring out the best of both fruits! Light and Refreshing! (5%)
4. Black Cherry Hard Apple: An amazing blend of black cherries and apples made
into a very sessionable cider beverage. This blend starts out with our Blue Ridge
Blonde recipe, and during fermentation black cherries are added to create the
perfect flavors derived from local apples & black cherries. (6%)
5. Infusion Cider. Granny Light Lemon that has been infused with fresh
Strawberries. (4.5%)
6. “BlueToadenBerry” Our spin on Blueberry Hard Cider is sure to send your
taste buds into a tizzy! This cider includes fresh blueberries along with a blend of
3 local apple varieties. During fermentation, the blueberries release the perfect
amount of flavor and tannin creating a well-balanced and delicious apple
blueberry cider. (5.5%)
7. Granny Light Peach: 100% Nelson County Virginia Granny Smith's, 4.5%

ABV ONLY 99 Calories and 3g of Sugar, and the taste blows away any
seltzer out there. “Put down that Seltzer and Grab an Apple!” (4.5%)
8. Hoppin Toad: Combination between our Award winning Paddy Green,
Lemondrop, and Idaho 7 blend Hops. (5%)
9. Paddy Green Irish Cider: Dry with a tart finish. Made with 100% Granny Smith
Green Apples. This one makes your tongue do an “Irish Jig!” (5.5%)
10. Barrel Aged: Pineapple Cider that has been aged for 125 days in Rum Barrels.
(8.5%)

Farm To Tap
House Favorite Blends
Dirty Blonde: A blend of our two flagships, Blue Ridge Blonde and ROC Hard Amber,
creating the perfect marriage of bright, clean apple and caramel flavors. This blend is
a treat with any meal and showcases the full repertoire of Nelson County apples in a
single glass.
Cherry Bomb: First we add our Blue Ridge Blonde and finish it with our Black Cherry
Hard Cider, creating a light and refreshing cider with subtle notes of cherry. An ideal
choice for any cider drinker.
Cider Mosa: A delicious blend of our Roc Hard Amber or the Black Cherry Hard
Apple and orange juice finished with a splash of Sierra Mist for effervescence. It is
the perfect start to the morning or complement to Brunch. Who needs sparkling wine
when we have cider?
BlueToadHardCider.Com
Check Us Out On and

Into the Orchard: Perfect blend of Cinnamon, All Spice, Cloves all fermented with our Molasses Amber Base. Pops off the tongue with the perfect
carbonation and flavor. Dry, but not too dry… served cold, room temp, or heated up for our Famous, “Hot Toadies”. (6%)
Arctic Apple: Perfect blend of Cinnamon, All Spice, and Cranberries all fermented with our Molasses Amber Base. Pops off the tongue with the perfect
carbonation and flavor. Dry, but not too dry… served cold, room temp, or heated up for our Famous, “Hot Toadies”. (6.2%)
Mama Crockett's Cider Donut: A True Local Collaboration with our Friends from Lynchburg, Va. Mama Crockett’s Cider Donuts are the best ones
around! Hands Down!! We took that great flavor and made a Hard Cider and it is Delicious! Cinnamon, Vanilla, Apple, all the great flavors that make
these great cider donuts you will find in this cider. (6%)
Hawaii Toad Ohh!: Splash through a wave of refreshment with Blue Toad’s Pineapple Cider, a seasonal flavor mixing the smooth, citrus taste of fresh Hawaiian Pineapple with the
crisp, tart sweetness of apple cider. (6%).

